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It gives us
immense pleasure to
present the first issue of
KSRCT
IEEE-EMBS
Newsletter, the measure
of progress. We, the
editorial board members of the KSRCT
IEEE- EMBS Student Chapter are rejoiced
to present the Newsletter published by the
Department of Biotechnology, KSRCT.
We owe our special thanks to our
Chairman Lion Dr.K.S. Rangasamy MJF,
Principal Dr.K.Thyagarajah and the
members of the various committees for
their whole-hearted support .We also thank
Shri.R.Srinivashaan,
Secretary
and
Smt.Kavitha
Srinivashaan,
Assistant
Secretary, K.S.R. Educational and
Charitable Trust, Tiruchengode for their
excellent
support
and
constant
encouragement in brining out this
magazine successfully every semester.

The

Department Activities

inaugural

function

was

followed by the opening of the technical

CSMB 2010

section. There was 4 technical sessions

Second National Conference on
"Current Scenario In Microbial
Biotechnology"

which were chaired by many prominent
scientists and researchers from various
universities

and

colleges.

The

first

It was one of the important

technical session was chaired by Dr.Rama

milestone in the history of Biotechnology

Shanker Varma, Professor, Indian Institute

department where it witnessed the hosting

of

of

on

Dr.Raj Kumar, Scientist, UPASI Tea

Microbial

Research Institute ,Valparai and rapporteur

Biotechnology" which was held on 10th

Dr.T.R.Srinivasn, Director, Department of

and 11th March 2010. The conference was

Biotechnology,

held with the support of Council of

technical session started with a key note

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR),

address on Tradition of yesterday and drug

New Delhi.

of tomorrow by Dr.Rama Shanker Varma.

Second

"Current

National
Scenario

conference
in

The conference has commenced

He

Technology,Chennai,co-chaired

elaborated

KSRCT.

about

The

the

by

first

traditional

with a grand inaugural ceremony. It was

medicines such as Ayurveda, Unani and

inaugurated by Dr.Rama Shanker Varma,

about the forth coming nanomedicine.

Professor, Indian Institute of Technology,

The second technical session was

Chennai. The inaugral function was further

chaired by Dr.V.Ramamurthy, Professor

enlighted with the presence of prominent

and Head Department of Biotechnology,

and distinguished personalities of college.

P.S.G College of Technology, Coimbatore.

Our

co-chaired

college

Dr.K.S.Rangasamy

chairman
has

given

Lion
the

by

Dr.S.A

Sheriff,

Asan

Memorial College of Arts and Science,

presidential address followed by our

Chennai

college principal Dr.K.Thyagarajah and

Dr.M.S.Premalatha, Professor and Head,

Dean Dr.K.Duraisamy were felicitated the

M.Sc Biotechnology, KSRCT.This session

conference very sucessfully. The function

started with a key note address on

was concluded by the vote of thanks by

Tradition of yesterday and drug of

Dr.P.Ponmurugan, whose strenous and

tomorrow by Dr.V.Ramasamy.

undefatigable endeavor made this venture
a successful one.

and

rapporteur.

The major events for the day came
to halt by the enf of the second session and
the poster presentation which was held on

the same day. It was followed by the

Vellore, Co-Chaired by Dr.M.A.Deepa,

cultural extravaganza proffered by the

Professor,

students of K.S.Rangasamy College of

Kristu Jayanthi Colege, Banglore and

Technology.

rappoteur Dr.J.Philip Robinson, Professor,

The second day of the conference

key

note

address

of

Biosciences,

Department of Biotechnology, KSRCT.

was much more stirring and it started with
the

Depatment

Delegates came from different

on

parts of India such as Kerla, Andhra

Nanobiotechnology in 21st century by

pradesh, Karnataka, Goa and Maharashtra.

Dr.N.M. Ramasamy,Director,Centere for

Delegates

Biotechnology,

distinguished institutes like IIT, Chennai,

Anna

University

also

came

well

Coimbatore. He explained upon the basics

Anna

of nanobiotechnology, followed by its

Coimbatore, VIT University, Vellore,

applications in molecular diagnostics,

Sathyabama University, Chennai, Kristu

nanodiagnostics, and improvements in the

Jayanthi College, Banglore, Central Silk

discovery, design and delivery of drugs,

Board Karnataka, M.G.M College of

including nanopharmaceuticals. He also

Computer

gave idea about improvement biological

Technology, Maharashtra. A total of 95

therapies such as vaccination, cell therapy

papers were presented out of which 28

and gene therapy.The session was chaired

papres were presented by oral and rest

by Dr.N.M. Ramasamy,Director,Centere

were presented by posters.

for

University

The internationally acclaimed company

Coimbatore,co- Chaired by Dr.Antony V.

eppendoff marked their presence in the

Samrat, Professor, Dept of Biotechnology,

confrence by bringing a mobile laboratory.

Sathyabama

and

It was very useful to the upcoming

rapporteur Dr.V. Meenakshi Sundaram,

scientists to get familirize with the new

Head

instruments in the biotechnology field. The

Biotechnology

,Anna

University,

of

the

Chennai

Department

of

Nanobiotechnology, KSRCT.

University,

from

Science

oral

Dr.M.A.Vijalakshmi

valedictory function.

Scenario

Information

giving away the prizes to the winners of

was started with the key note address by

protein:Current

and

and

two day conference came to an end by

The Last session of the conference

on

Chennai

Therapeutic
and

Future

prospects .The session was chaired by
Dr.M.A.Vijalakshmi, Director ,Centre for
Bio-separation Technology, IT University,

and poster presentation

in

the

Dr.M.A.Vijayalakshmi was the chief guest
for the function and who gave away the

tokens

of

appreciation

to

young

researchers who excelled in their fields.

which financial assistance was received
from DST, DRDO, ICMR, New Delhi and
National

Annual Report of B.Tech.,

Tea

Research

Foundation

(NTRF), Kolkata. Two projects are under

Biotechnology Department

pipeline which are about to sanction for

for the academic year 2009-2010

which financial assistance will be offered

We are very happy to submit the
Annual

report

Biotechnology

Biotechnology is a research based subject,

Department for the academic year 2009-

all the students are encouraged to do

2010. A significant improvement has been

research in all the semesters. So far a total

recorded in terms of student and staff

of 14 TNSCST Students project schemes

activities in this period. It revealed that a

were completed and 11 Summer Research

total

Fellows were produced from

of

four

of

from DBT and ICMR, New Delhi. Since

final

year

B.Tech.,

Indian

Biotechnology students have received

Academy of Sciences, Bangalore and

‘Summer

Indian National Science Academy, New

Research

Fellowship’

from

Indian Academy of Sciences (IASc),
Bangalore and Indian National Science
Academy

(INSc),

New

Delhi

and

Delhi.

IEEE EMBS News

University Grand Commission (UGC)

General Articles

New Delhi. Two final year B.Tech.,

Mobile usage can reduce

Biotechnology students have obtained

Alzheimer’s diseases

‘Student Project Scheme’ from Tamil
Nadu State council of Science and
Technology

(TNSCST),

Chennai

for

which a total outlay of Rs.16,000/- was
sanctioned. Similarly, two staff members
were received ‘Young Scientist Award’
and ‘Summer Faculty Research Fellowship
from

TNSCST,

Chennai

and

Indian

Institute of Technology, New Delhi,
respectively.
On the research front, a total of
four research projects are on going for

Talking on the cell phone can
actually be good for health, for a new
study has shown that long term exposure
can protect against, and even reverse,
Alzheimer’s disease. Based on promising
findings in mice, researchers concluded
that electromagnetic field exposure could
be an effective, non-invasive and drug-free
way to prevent and treat Alzheimer’s
disease in humans.
The
exposing

researchers
old

showed

Alzheimer’s

mice

that
to

electromagnetic waves generated by cell

reflectivity and standing wave patterns

phones erased brain deposits of the

from the model structures. In the present

harmful protein beta-amyloid, in addition

work

to preventing the protein’s build-up in

developed for the simulation of x-ray

younger Alzheimer’s mice. The sticky

reflectivity as well as x-ray standing wave

brain plaques formed by the abnormal

pattern from multilayer structures.

accumulation of beta amyloid are a

versatile

Specifically,

software

the

has

software

been

can

hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. Most

generate, i) x-ray reflectivity pattern for a

treatments against Alzheimer’s try to

given wavelength  as a function of the

target beta-amyloid.

scattering angle , ii) x-ray reflectivity
evaluating

pattern for a fixed  as a function of , iii)

whether different sets of electromagnetic

intensity of the x-ray standing waves at a

frequencies and strengths will produce

fixed depth inside the multilayer and as a

more rapid and even greater cognitive

function of , iv) intensity of the x-ray

benefits than those found in their current

standing waves as a function of the depth

study. If we can determine the best set of

inside the multilayer for a fixed , and v)

electromagnetic parameters to effectively

the x-ray fluorescence yield from various

prevent beta-amyloid aggregation and

elements in the multilayer as a function of

remove pre-existing beta amyloid deposits

.

from the brain, this technology could be

demonstrated by taking examples of some

quickly translated to human benefit against

multilayer

AD.

importance.

They

are

currently

Nanotechnology in X-rays
X-ray
standing

reflectivity

wave

nondestructive

analysis
techniques

The use of the software has been

structures

of

practical

DRDO kit detects H1N1 virus in an

and

x-ray

are

two

which

can

hour.
The

Defence

Research

and

provide detailed structural information

Development Organisation (DRDO) has

about the Multilayer nanostructures, which

developed a diagnostic kit that can detect

are important materials for high density

A (H1N1) virus in an hour. The kit does

memory devices as well as for read heads.

not need sophisticated instruments and can

However, extraction of information from

be used in villages where electricity is not

the data requires detailed modeling of the

available. It just costs Rs. 1,500.

nanostructures and simulation of the

It uses a simple technique called
Real-Time

Loop

Amplification

produced in mouse
Singapore

researchers

have

Methodology (RT LAMP) to detect the A

developed an unlimited number of pure

(H1N1) virus. Every virus has a DNA

insulin-producing

structure. The loop of the DNA, specific to

embryonic stem cells (ESCs). These pure

the virus, gets amplified. Here, we can

insulin-producing cells, which according

visually see the change of colour to know

to electron microscopy studies, have the

whether the A (H1N1) sample is positive

same sub-cellular structures as the insulin-

or negative. The kit has been developed by

producing cells naturally found in the

Defence

Development

pancreas, were highly effective in treating

situated

diabetes in the mouse model.

Research

Establishment

and

(DRDE),

at

Gwalior.

cells

from

mouse

The transplants of pure insulin-

The WHO kit takes a long time

producing cells reduced the blood glucose

almost a day to find out whether an

levels of diabetic mice with high blood

individual tested positive or not for the

glucose levels. The experiments also

virus. It used a methodology called Real-

showed that the subsequent removal of the

Time

Reaction

transplanted cells from the diabetic mice

(RTPCR), which needed a sophisticated

restored the blood glucose to its original

instrument named fluorescent detector, to

high level.

Polymerized

Chain

detect the virus. Besides, the kit costs
between Rs.8,000 and Rs.10,000. But the
DRDO kit did not need the fluorescent
detector.

None of the diabetic mice involved
in the transplant experiments developed
teratoma, which are a type of tumour often
associated with ESCs and which could

When 400 blood samples were

complicate their use in human therapeutic

tested by the WHO (Communicable

treatment. Furthermore, the pure insulin-

Diseases Centre) approved kit and the

producing cells managed to retain their

DRDO-developed kit, positive results from

insulin-production

both kits tallied. “There was 100 per cent

capacity over time.

agreement. The DRDO kit also diagnosed
some cases missed out by the WHO
(CDC)-approved kit. So our kit is more
specific and sensitive. (We Indian rocks).

Pure insulin-producing cells

The

and

Singapore

glucose-sensing

researchers'

achievement provides proof of principle
that this strategy could be applied to
human ESCs to obtain similar pure
insulin-producing cells. These research

findings were published in two separate

"Our ability to isolate and then multiply

papers in the July and August 2008 online

insulin-producing

versions

differentiating ESCs provides an unlimited

of

the

journal

Stem

Cell

Research.

cells

from

supply of pure insulin-producing cells to

Conducting

the

research

were

study in

unprecedented

detail

many

scientists at the Institute of Medical

aspects of these cells." Added Dr Li,

Biology (IMB), which is under Singapore's

"Besides providing a tool to facilitate basic

Agency for Science, Technology and

research in test tubes and animals, these

Research (A*STAR), and the Yong Loo

insulin-producing cells may be also used

Lin School of Medicine (YLLSoM ) at the

to replace the isolated native pancreatic

National University of Singapore (NUS).

cells that are hard to obtain in a large

The team of researchers was co-led by Dr.

amount, for pharmacological tests".

Lim

Sai

Kiang,

an

IMB

principal

investigator and a research associate

Top ten unexplained

professor at the YLLSoM Department of

phenomena…..

Surgery, and Dr. Li Guodong, a research

will science answer for all

associate professor at National University

these????????

Medical Institutes, YLLSoM, NUS.
Commenting about these findings,
Dr. Gordon Weir, Director of the Clinical
Islet Transplantation Program at Harvard
Medical

School,

who

also

holds

appointments at the Harvard Stem Cell
Institute and Joslin Diabetes Centre, said,
"The amount of careful work done by this
group of researchers is impressive. We
need something to put into diabetic
patients to treat their condition, and these
findings tell us interesting things about the
development of beta cells."
The strategic approach by the
group offers avenues for further research
in the treatment for diabetes. Said Dr. Lim,

1. UFO:

The

word

UFO

stands

for

Unidentified Flying Objects. Usually,
when people see such flying objects,
which they cannot identify, they refer it as
an alien ship. There has been video proof
recorded at times, but due to the nature of
non-professional recording, most of the
times the evidence is not so clear to make
out a good understanding about it. Still,
while careful investigation has revealed
known causes for most sighting reports,
some UFO incidents will always remain
unexplained.

2. Body-Mind Connection: Err a new kind
of thing for the scientist. The mind
controls the body in many ways that are
still unexplained. It’s the mysterious
power of the mind that doesn’t let our

one has yet been able to locate the sound's
origin.
4. Near death experience and life after
death: Some people have survived after a
near death condition and they always

body know about everything going around,

comes up with unexplaining divine stories.

it kind of filters a lot of things and if this is

They sure can be thankful to God for

used more properly, it could do a lot of

letting them in, but the stories that they say

good things. Medical science is only

do not have any proof to back it up.

beginning to understand the ways in which

Skeptics suggest that the experiences are

the mind influences the body. The placebo

explainable as natural and predictable

effect, for example, demonstrates that

hallucinations of a traumatized brain, yet

people can at times cause a relief in

there is no way to know with certainty

medical

what causes near-death experiences, or if

symptoms

or

suffering

by

believing the cures to be effective -

they truly are visions of "the other side."

whether they actually are or not. Using
processes only poorly understood, the
body's ability to heal itself is far more
amazing than anything modern medicine

5. Psychic powers and esp.: Psychic powers
and extra-sensory perception (ESP) rank
among the top ten unexplained phenomena
if for no other reason than that belief in

could create.

them is so widespread. Many people
3. The Taos Hum: Some residents and

believe that intuition is a form of psychic

visitors in the small city of Taos, New

power, a way of accessing arcane or

Mexico, have for years been annoyed and

special knowledge about the world or the

puzzled by a mysterious and faint low-

future. Researchers have tested people

frequency hum in the desert air. Oddly,

who claim to have psychic powers, though

only about 2 percent of Taos residents

the results under controlled scientific

report hearing the sound. Some believe it

conditions have so far been negative or

is caused by unusual acoustics; others

ambiguous.

suspect mass hysteria or some secret,

psychic powers cannot be tested, or for

sinister purpose. Whether described as a

some reason diminish in the presence of

whir,

whether

skeptics or scientists. If this is true, science

psychological, natural, or supernatural no

will never be able to prove or disprove the

hum,

or

buzz

and

Some

psychic powers.

have

argued

that

6. Deja vu: Deja vu is a French phrase

they can leave the earth. Unexplained thing

meaning 'already seen,' referring to the

for sure. Ghost investigators hope to one day

distinct, puzzling, and mysterious feeling

prove that the dead can contact the living,

of having experienced a specific set of

providing a final answer to the mystery.

circumstances before. This happens to
most people actually. It’s the feeling of

10. Intuition: while God only gave 5 senses to
the human beings, some people believe to

something that we have done or known

have another sense. They call it the 6th sense

before, its like a repeat telecast. Like we

by which they can understand something

have been taken back in time to do the

which cannot be explained by science.

thing again.

Psychologists note that people subconsciously

7. Mysterious

disappearance:

People

pick up information about the world around

disappear for various reasons. Most are

us, leading us to seemingly sense or know

runaways, some succumb to accident, a

information without knowing exactly how or

few are abducted or killed, but most are

why we know it. But cases of intuition are

eventually found. Not so with the truly

difficult to prove or study and psychology

mysterious disappearances.It is known to

may only be part of the answer.

be taken by the aliens for some kind of
research. Some people also report that
their cattle are being taken by the aliens.
8. Big foot: It is a long debated thing. Some
people believe in the existence of huge
monkeys who are like gorillas but walk a
little straight, like cavemen. . However, they
are known to be big, that’s why the name,
“big foot”. Some people always come up with
their footmarks, but no one has actually seen
them, or atleast have a proof of their
existence.
9. Ghosts: Stories for most but real for some.
Ghosts are the souls that do not go to heaven
or hell, after their body died. It’s believed that
they have some unfinished work left on earth
and they should finish it up first. Only then

